
    


25€ extra discount
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        Stay up to dateSubscribe to our newsletter now and enjoy your welcome offer! Receive 25€ extra discount on your next stay!

name@example.com

I register!
I am not interestedSee terms and conditions



Les Villages Nature Paris
+31 10 498 97 54(price of an international call – NL)
MyCP label
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                        Les Villages Nature Paris
                      

France, Paris - Ile-de-France, Marne La Vallée
                        


Park map




From
€509€359
                    for 3 nights
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Book your stay
Choose your park
1        2        Dates



    Search for a stay
  

      Search for a stay
      

Accommodations & guests1accommodation, 2 guests
Participants
          Accommodations
                  

-+


1

          Seniors
                  
(55 and over)

-+



          Adults
                  
(13-54 years)

-+



          Children
                  
(0-17 years)

-+



Please indicate the age of the children.



          Pets
                      A maximum of two domestic animals is permitted per villa
(Additional cost)

-+





2

          Seniors
                  
(55 and over)

-+



          Adults
                  
(13-54 years)

-+



          Children
                  
(0-17 years)

-+



Please indicate the age of the children.



          Pets
                      A maximum of two domestic animals is permitted per villa
(Additional cost)

-+





Validate
Maximum capacity reached for one accommodation,Add a second accommodation.
>

CloseValidate


Date of stay










Search





          Search for a stay
        

Filter

    * The prices shown include tourist taxes and other fees.
  

          Educational farm, huge outdoor playground, and water adventures near Disneyland Paris
        

          An oasis of nature just 30 minutes from Paris? This is Villages Nature Paris. Discover the wildlife of the resort with your family, make yourself at home in your cottage with private balcony or terrace and enjoy a break surrounded by nature.
        
See park on map
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Aqua Mundo6 water slides plus large outdoor lagoons
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Accommodation tipLakeside cottages and designed flats
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SurroundingsA haven of peace in the Paris region, a stone's throw from Disneyland
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Experience tip 1The forest of legends, a huge outdoor playground
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Experience tip 2An educational farm and the Extraordinary Gardens to discover and understand nature





Accommodations
Discover our cottages for groups of 4 to 12 people and apartments for 2 to 4 people for holidays with family or friends.
... Read moreSee less
	
                        Standard cottages
          
	
                        Apartments / Hotel rooms
          


[image: Comfort cottage]
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Comfort cottage

                4
                                  - 6
                              
Comfortable bed, fancy bathroom, equipped kitchen and a private terrace in the middle of nature. Now that's a nice way to wake up.
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Premium cottage

                4
                                  - 8
                              
Beds are made on arrival and for some quality time, enjoy a second TV in one of the bedrooms.
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VIP cottage

                4
                                  - 12
                              
Do you want to enjoy a little extra? You can do so from within a VIP Cottage, because then you have extra luxury and extra services waiting for you.
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Apartment

                2
                                  - 4
                              
A compact kitchen, a comfortable living room and a bedroom to recover from all the adventures. All the comforts of home, but in the middle of nature.
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Apartment

                2
                                  - 4
                              
A compact kitchen, a comfortable living room and a bedroom to recover from all the adventures. All the comforts of home, but in the middle of nature.





See all accommodations

Do not miss
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Blossom in nature
When Spring arrives, it is as if the world awakens from a deep hibernation. Let’s blossom in nature together!
More information
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Disney® Parks
Magical moments and unforgettable family memories and just a stone’s throw from Villages Nature Paris!
More information
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A sustainable destination
Let us show you another face of sustainable development, far from the usual restrictions and constraints... Villages Nature Paris!
More information

[image: Aqualagon]
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Aqua Mundo
Water, water and more water! 6 slides, a wave pool, hot tubs, our outside Lagoon Pool that is geothermally heated all year round... A lot of fun guaranteed!
More information



Our offers
[image: First minute deals][image: First minute deals]

Early Booking Discount
up to 20% off
+ ActivityGift (value of €30)
+ Free cottage location preference


See all our offers

Activities for all ages
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Aqua MundoFor the whole family
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Tree Trails
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BALUBA Indoor Play World
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Spa Deep Nature®
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Activities for the children


All activities

Restaurants & Shops
Share a gourmet meal : Italian specialties, authentic dishes inspired by the region, a wine bar, and self catering. Eat on your terrace with the delivery service and go shopping at the Lakeside Promenade.
... Read moreSee less
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Restaurants
[image: Supermarket Les Villages Nature Paris]
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Supermarket
[image: Cottage Delivery Service Les Villages Nature Paris]
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Cottage Delivery Service

All services

Our Certificates
[image: ISO 14001/50001]ISO 14001 & 50001
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Secure payments
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	Cookie and personal data protection policy
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